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Section 1: Introduction 
 
Economic development planners use a variety of indicators and types of analysis to better 
understand local economies. Cluster analysis is one tool that can help these planners and 
the public gauge and plan for economic development. Cluster analysis is one method of 
analysis based on the idea that related industries benefit from being located near each 
other. Benchmark cluster analysis specifically, examines the relationships between 
industries at the national level in order to identify groups of industries, called clusters, 
which share a common value-chain, labor pool or technology. These correspond to three 
major types of benchmark clusters: value-chain based clusters, labor based clusters and 
technology based clusters. In this study, three types of clusters based on these three 
concepts, totaling 103 different clusters, are evaluated in the Piedmont Triad region of 
North Carolina.  
 
The Piedmont Triad region is a twelve-county area in central North Carolina. The 
Piedmont Triad regional economy was built around textiles, tobacco and furniture 
manufacturing. In recent years these traditional industries have suffered significant job 
loss. As a result, the region is seeking new types of economic activity to build its future 
around. The region has looked at the concept of clusters before. Three different sets of 
clusters have been recommended as target clusters for the region since 1997.  
 
Based on eight indicators, this study uses cluster benchmarking as a tool to help 
economic development planners in the Piedmont Triad select target clusters which make 
sense for the region from two perspectives: the existence of particular clusters within the 
region and the desirability of particular clusters within the context of the region. Rather 
than supplanting existing cluster based efforts within the region, this benchmark study is 
intended to help the Piedmont Triad better understand relationships between industries in 
their existing target clusters.   
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Section 2: A Brief Review of the Concept of Clusters 
 
Cluster Theory 
Industry clusters describe geographically based relationships between industries which 
create competitive advantage. Cluster theory is based on the ideas of agglomeration 
economies, an important part of economic development theory since introduced by 
Alfred Marshall in 1890. Despite this history, industry clusters began experiencing a 
meteoric rise in popularity nearly 100 years later with Michael Porter’s writings in the 
1990s.  
 
Porter (1990, 1998) argues that industrial clusters create competitive advantage for 
regions and nations. He focuses on the benefits of clustering to the firm, and therefore to 
the region. He argues that firms can be more competitive overall by being spatially close 
and by fostering inter-firm linkages. Clustering, therefore, is an alternative to vertical 
integration allowing many firms to enjoy the benefits of vertical integration through 
collaboration. Clusters can increase productivity, innovation and new business formation. 
These are crucial to overall competitiveness for both firms and regions. Porter focuses on 
value-chain linkages when considering clusters. Clusters can also be built on other types 
of relationships including shared labor pools and shared knowledge.  
 
Other theorists have extended thinking about the connection of firms beyond just the 
sharing of intermediate inputs. Annalee Saxenian (1994) compares the cases of Silicon 
Valley and Route 128 as similarly oriented clusters that realized varying degrees of 
success. She argues that spatial clustering alone will not create success; firms must take 
advantage of geographic concentration beyond just experiencing external economies 
(agglomeration effects). The benefits of clustering are most fully realized when firms are 
intentionally integrated not just geographically co-located. The organization of firms, not 
size, is the important determinant of success. She focuses specifically on the inter-firm 
learning and sharing as key identifiers of successful clustering. Her writing suggests that 
firms are connected in important ways beyond the value chain – through labor sharing, 
knowledge sharing and networking.  
 
Cluster Analysis Methodologies 
Different theoretical conceptions of clusters suggest a variety of ways economic 
development planners might consider identifying industry clusters. Theory suggests that 
firms in clusters share certain advantages and characteristics that could be related to the 
methods used to identify them. In this study, I have identified four types of sharing from 
cluster theory that could be used as the basis for cluster analysis methods: value-chain 
sharing, labor pool sharing, knowledge spillovers and networks. I then look at existing 
cluster identification methods organized along these four different theoretical 
conceptions.  
 
Mapping value-chains using input-output tables seems to be the most straightforward and 
common way of identifying clusters. Clusters are identified in this method by comparing 
the extent to which particular industry sub-groups purchase intermediate good and 
services from each other. This method is extensively used in the state of North Carolina’s 
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seven regional vision plans and is the basis for the national benchmark clusters identified 
by Feser (2004). It is important to realize that this type of analysis only connects firms 
which buy and sell from each other. 
 
Identifying labor sharing, by utilizing occupational and industry data is less widely used 
in the literature. Analysis of this type attempts to group firms based on the extent to 
which they can share labor. Feser (2004) used this type of analysis to identify 45 labor-
based industry clusters using data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational 
Employment Survey. The resulting clusters group industries together which share 
occupational demands. Peters (2005) also grouped industries together based on labor-
sharing. He called his clusters labor-based industry complexes and used a slightly 
different methodology to arrive at these groupings. Feser (2003) identified linkages 
between occupations, but did not relate these occupations industries. This type of cluster 
analysis identifies a set of firms that are linked through having a common labor pool.  
 
Identifying clusters as sets of firms sharing similar technology has been attempted as 
well. Koo (2005) identified clusters based on common technology using patent 
information. His seven clusters are related through knowledge sharing rather than either 
buying and selling or a shared labor pool.  Feser and Bergman (2000) write that defining 
clusters based on innovation has been done in Europe, but that this has not been a 
significant part of cluster studies in the United States. 
 
Networks are the most difficult to measure and perhaps the most nebulous of a cluster’s 
attributes theoretically. The concept of networks tries to capture additional opportunities 
for connection that firms have with each other. These connections can take place 
formally, such as in associations or meetings, or informally, which may take place 
anywhere, from the local pub to the sidelines of youth soccer games. Mapping networks 
was attempted by Kilkenny and Nalbarte (2000). Their study utilized primary data 
collected from 73 firms within a small Midwestern town. The survey looked at how 
interconnected these firms were based on sharing of money, information and support. By 
mapping the connections of firms through the sharing of these three things, the authors 
were able to measure how the firms were related through formal and informal networks 
and to what degree.  
 
Certainly firms cluster based on other shared resources. In 1998 FedEx decided to build a 
new logistics hub in the Piedmont Triad Region. As a result, the Piedmont Triad 
Partnership has been approached by a number of different types of firms attracted to this 
particular type of infrastructure. One company, which creates lipstick display racks for 
Revlon, is interested in locating in Piedmont Triad to have proximity to the transportation 
the FedEx hub can provide for its product. A group of firms co-located sharing this 
resource may be considered a cluster; The Piedmont Triad Partnerships officials see 
access to markets as one basis for firm clustering in their region1. Firms may find location 
based competitive advantage around multiple types of sharing. Shared value chains, labor 
pools and knowledge are examined in this study; however, other bases for clustering are 
also possible.  
                                                
1 Based on conversation with Don Kirkman and Penny Whitehart 3/13/2007 
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Feser and Luger (2003) suggest that clusters are ambiguous and cluster identification 
methods are best understood as a general tool rather than as a rigorous method which can 
objectively define a regional economy. Since no one method can capture every aspect of 
clustering in a regional economy, it makes sense to use a variety of cluster methods. 
Using a variety of methods gives economic development officials different lenses 
through which to view the regional economy.   
 
Clusters vs. Industries 
Although clusters are clearly distinct from industries based on theory and through 
methodology, in practice it is often difficult to see the boundaries between these two 
concepts. Most basically, establishments make up industries and industries make up 
clusters. Industries are labels given to individual establishments based on their primary 
business activity. They are defined by the North American Industry Classification System 
(NAICS2) at each of five increasingly descriptive levels: 2 digit through 6 digit numbers.  
 
Table 2.1: Example NAICS Taxonomy 
Code Description 
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 
111 Crop Production 
1111 Oilseed and Grain Farming 
11111 Soybean Farming 
111110 Soybean Farming 
 
This system was adopted in 1997 and revised in 2002 to replace the US’s Standard 
Industry Classification (SIC) system. NAICS is designed to better reflect economic 
activity by being consistent throughout North America – NAICS is used in the US, 
Mexico and Canada – and by describing economic units based on a consistent economic 
concept. Under NAICS, establishments are grouped together based on their primary 
business activity, or production-systems. In some sense, the NAICS system creates its 
own type of clusters: clusters based on primary business activity.  
 
For economic development officials the distinction between clusters and industries or 
sectors can be difficult to put into practice. Economic developers deal most often with 
firms, rather than industries or clusters. In making day to day decisions – what kind of 
incentives to use to entice a new firm, how to help existing businesses become more 
competitive or how to encourage entrepreneurship – economic developers work with, and 
focus on, individual firms rather than groups of firms. As a result, economic developers 
often talk about clusters apart from the theory behind the concept, and design cluster-
based strategies that are not rooted in cluster theory. Like Feser and Luger (2003) suggest 
the concept of clusters is a tool which, when used as a mode of inquiry, can help 
economic developers find connections within an economy and create programs which 
take advantage of natural inter-industry relationships. Ultimately, economic development 
                                                
2 For more information about NAICS see http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/naicsdev.htm 
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official can use an understanding of clusters rooted in cluster theory to exploit the 
potential external economies of related firms being co-located.  
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Section 3: The Piedmont Triad Partnership 
 
Description of the Region 
The Piedmont Triad Partnership is one of seven economic development regional 
partnerships in North Carolina. The partnership includes twelve counties in the north-
central area of the state: Alamance, Caswell, Davidson, Davie, Forsyth, Guilford, 
Montgomery, Randolph, Rockingham, Stokes, Surry and Yadkin. The region includes the 
cities of Winston-Salem, Greensboro and High-Point. Although these cities form the 
principle nodes of an urbanized metropolitan region, the Piedmont Triad region also 
contains largely rural areas with very different economic assets and needs.  
 
Figure 3.1: Map of the Piedmont Triad Region 
 
 
Population 
The population of the Piedmont Triad Region is concentrated in the two counties with the 
largest cities: Forsyth and Guilford. The region as a whole is not growing as fast as the 
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state, with the exception of Davie County. The counties within the region differ 
significantly from one another. Poverty rates at the time of the 2000 Census were over 
15% in Montgomery County, well above the state rate, but below the state rate in nine of 
the region’s twelve counties. Commuting patterns also vary substantially within the 
region. Higher percentages of employees in the urban counties, Forsyth and Guilford 
work within their county of residence. Some counties appear to be primarily bedroom 
communities: Caswell and Stokes for example have very high out-of-county commuting.  
 
Table 3.1: Demographic and Socio-economic Indicators, Piedmont Triad Region 
  
Population  
(Census Annual 
Estimate 2005 ) 
Population Growth 
(Census 2000-2005)  
Per Capita Income  
(Bureau of Economic 
Analysis 2004) 
Poverty Rate 
(US Census 2000) 
Work in County of 
Residence 
(US Census 2000) 
Alamance 140,533 6.9%  $                  27,016  11.1% 74.9% 
Caswell 23,608 0.2%  $                  22,046  14.4% 27.2% 
Davidson 154,623 4.7%  $                  27,029  10.1% 55.7% 
Davie 39,136 11.6%  $                  30,371  8.6% 46.4% 
Forsyth 325,967 6.2%  $                  33,575  11.0% 80.7% 
Guilford 443,519 5.0%  $                  32,888  10.6% 87.8% 
Montgomery 27,322 1.4%  $                  23,615  15.4% 70.4% 
Randolph 138,367 5.6%  $                  24,639  9.1% 58.7% 
Rockingham 92,614 0.7%  $                  24,203  12.8% 61.3% 
Stokes 45,858 2.2%  $                  24,526  9.1% 29.2% 
Surry 72,601 1.9%  $                  25,025  12.4% 74.2% 
Yadkin 37,668 3.2%  $                  25,013  10.0% 43.9% 
Piedmont Triad Region 1,541,816 4.9%  $                  29,009  10.8% -------  
North Carolina 8,683,242 7.5%  $                  29,322  12.3% 73.6% 
 
 
Existing Regional Studies 
The Piedmont Triad region has been well studied. The Piedmont Triad Partnership is 
constantly assessing the economic health of the region. In addition to their monitoring, 
multiple studies and plans have been written for the region.  
 
Feser (Institute for Economic Development, 1997) analyzed the Piedmont Triad Region 
with respect to value-chain benchmark manufacturing clusters. Similar studies were 
completed across the state with the help of the North Carolina Alliance of Competitive 
Technologies. This study found eight “regionally important clusters.” These clusters were 
defined using the old industry classification system (SIC) following a similar 
methodology the methodology Feser used to develop his later sets of benchmark clusters. 
Although this study was useful for the Piedmont Triad Partnership, the clustering 
described in this study was limited to manufacturing firms and limited to value-chain 
based relationships. Additionally, the clusters are described with SIC codes, an out of 
date system of industry classification.  
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Table 3.2: Clusters Recommended, 19973 
Vehicle Manufacturing 
Wood Products 
Knitted Goods and Fabricated Textile Products 
Metalworking 
Printing and Publishing 
Chemical and Rubber 
 
The North Carolina State Legislature passed a resolution in 2005 which required each of 
the state’s seven economic development regional partnerships to, “perform a 
comprehensive study of the region’s resources and existing businesses located in the 
region to determine what business clusters exist and the boundaries of those clusters, to 
develop ways to strengthen those clusters, and to determine in what areas the region has a 
competitive advantage that could lead to the development of future clusters4.” In order to 
fulfill this mandate, the Piedmont Triad Partnership contracted with Market Street 
Services, a consulting firm in Atlanta, in 2005 to complete a series of reports analyzing 
the regional economy. They produced three reports: Competitive Realities, an in depth 
assessment of the current economy in the Piedmont Triad; Target Cluster Analysis, a 
target industry cluster study; and Regional Vision Plan: Piedmont Triad Region, a plan 
which suggests policy actions based on the clusters the consultants identified. The 
research plan attempted to provide both a comprehensive an in depth assessment of the 
regional economy. Information for the plan was gathered from a group of local experts, a 
public regional survey and economic indicators from a variety of sources.  
 
Six target clusters for the Piedmont Triad Region were identified by Market Street 
grouped into tiers based on the consultant’s sense of the clusters’ growth potential. The 
consultants wanted to focus the region’s energies on growing clusters rather than clusters 
that may be present in the region, but are declining. These clusters, with the exception of 
the arts, are described by three or four digit NAICS codes. Market Street drew upon 
information describing the size of the clusters (employment, location quotient); national 
growth potential for these clusters; wages and advancement opportunities within the 
cluster; and the assets of the region around each of these clusters, specifically educational 
assets.  
 
                                                
3 Source: Institute for Economic Development (1997). Applying Cluster Analysis to North Carolina’s 
Regions. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  
4 S.L. 2004-124, Section 13.6 
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Table 3.3: Clusters Recommended, 20055 
Tier Target Clusters Tier Description 
1 
Health Care 
Logistics 
Wholesale Trade 
Strongest growth prospects for all 
counties in the region 
2 Finance and Insurance Food Processing Specialized 
3 Arts Emerging 
 
The Target Cluster Analysis document does not make a particularly strong case for either 
the make up, or the selection, of these particular clusters. Most especially, it is unclear 
why these clusters are organized as they are (which particular NAICS codes were used to 
define the clusters), what other possible clusters were considered in the study (but not 
recommended) and how industries are related within these six clusters. One cluster, the 
Arts, is not defined using standard national industry codes and it is unclear how the 
consultant both identified and analyzed this cluster. Conversations with Piedmont Triad 
Partnership officials revealed that the study was designed to provide guidance for the 
region’s development based on the region’s strengths in growing sectors rather than to 
systematically analyze connections between industries. The analysis helped the Piedmont 
Triad Partnership better understand their region and identify opportunities for the region 
moving forward; however, it is probably better understood as a target industry sector 
study rather than a true cluster analysis.  
 
This study builds upon the Market Street study by examining clusters of related industries 
based on particular types of relationships. This study also looks at more detailed 
industries, those defined by six digit NAICS codes. 
 
Recent Developments 
The Piedmont Triad regional economy is experiencing exciting new development. In 
addition to attracting new companies to the region, the Piedmont Triad has also won a 
large grant for economic and workforce development from the US Department of Labor.  
 
Two large companies have recently begun investing in the Piedmont Triad. In 2004 Dell 
agreed to locate a new manufacturing plant in Winston-Salem, promising to bring 2000 
new jobs to the area. In Greensboro, Fed Ex announced that it will be begin operating a 
regional shipping hub in 2009. This will not only bring new jobs and investment to 
Greensboro, but also may attract companies which are dependent on quick shipping.  
 
In 2006 the Piedmont Triad was selected as one on thirteen regions across the nation to 
receive a Workforce Innovation in Regional Economic Development (WIRED) grant. 
The $15 million grant supports regional efforts to integrate workforce and economic 
development in efforts to transition the regional economy away from traditional sectors 
and into new innovative economic activity. The Piedmont Triad’s program is structured 
around four target industry clusters. These four clusters were chosen based on the 
                                                
5 Source: Market Street Services (2005). Target Cluster Analysis.  
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information the region learned from the Market Street study and from the input of local 
leaders.  
Table 3.4: Target Clusters, WIRED Program6 
Advanced Manufacturing 
Creative Enterprises and the Arts 
Health Care 
Logistics/Distribution 
 
As a first step in implementing the WIRED program, the Piedmont Triad Partnership is 
organizing cluster roundtable groups. These roundtables will be facilitated by the 
Piedmont Triad Partnership and aim to create a place where industry and workforce 
leaders can come together. The PTP envisions four cluster roundtables based on the 
model of the existing Health Care Cluster Roundtable. This particular group takes on a 
variety of issues including recruiting and retaining physicians, assessing existing health 
care education programs and improving rural health care.  
 
The WIRED grant is an opportunity for the region to align economic and workforce 
development though an understanding of the relationships between firms and between 
firms and regional institutions. 
 
This study builds on the findings of the Market Street study and the region’s plans for the 
WIRED grant. This study provides detailed information about the existence and 
desirability of each of 103 benchmark clusters in the context of the Piedmont Triad 
region. The four target industry clusters for the WIRED program are part of the region’s 
economic development strategy and action and can be related to a variety of benchmark 
clusters examined in this study. Understanding the role of benchmark clusters in the 
region through the context of the existing target clusters will help the Piedmont Triad 
develop a deeper understanding of the four clusters they are dedicated to developing.  
                                                
6 Source: Piedmont Triad Partnership (2006). Wired: North Carolina’s Piedmont Triad Implementation 
Plan for the Workforce Innovation in Regional Economic Development Project. 
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Section 4: Clusters Used in This Study 
 
Cluster Benchmarking 
While the concept of industry clusters seems intuitive and reasonably simple, in practice 
identifying the ways in which local industries are connected is quite difficult. Information 
about how industries are connected at a local level is generally either non-existent or very 
difficult to obtain.  
 
Kilkenny and Nalbarte (2000) analyzed local relationships among businesses in one small 
mid-western town. This study was able to document various types of industry relations by 
asking 73 local businesses how they related to other local businesses. This study 
produced a deep understanding of the relations between firms in this particular place.  
However, the research required surveying each of the businesses in the town. A study of 
this type, although it would undoubtedly provide valuable information, requires a large 
amount of time and resources. For areas lacking the resources to conduct an in-depth 
analysis of the specific localized relations between existing businesses, a benchmark 
cluster analysis is a good alternative.  
 
Benchmark cluster analysis describes relationships between industries at a non-local 
level, generally at the national level (Feser, 2005). Relations between industries can be 
based on the different types of inter-relations discussed earlier: value-chain, labor or 
technology for example. A benchmark approach picks one type of relationship and uses 
statistical algorithms to group industries based on the degree to which they are related 
(Feser, 2005). For example, value-chain industry clusters are related along a value chain; 
they are industries which buy and sell to one other. In order to form groups of related 
industries based on the value-chain, researchers start with a table showing buying and 
selling relationships among industries. This table, called an input-output table, is then 
analyzed using a clustering technique. Different clustering techniques and algorithms 
exist (Bergman and Feser, 1999). Some create a set number of clusters; for example, all 
the industries considered in the analysis are put into 10 or 20 clusters. Other techniques 
only group together industries if they have a certain degree of relationship; for example, 
industries which buy and sell at least 30% of their goods with each other are grouped in 
the same cluster. The first technique assigns a cluster to each industry considered; 
whereas the second technique can result in some industries in a cluster by themselves and 
some in more than one cluster.  
 
Regardless of which technique is used, the clusters produced by benchmark analysis are 
defined only by the relation considered in the analysis. So, clusters defined by value-
chain relations may or may not share labor pools and may or may not share local social 
networks. Benchmark clusters show the potential for relationships among local industries 
along particular resources. For example, a region may have a concentration of firms in 
the Newsprint Mills classification. Benchmark value-chain analysis shows which other 
industries are related to this industry through buying and selling; benchmark labor-based 
analysis shows other industries are related to this industry through labor skills; and 
benchmark knowledge-based analysis shows other industries are related to this industry 
through knowledge. Economic development planners, armed with this information, will 
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have a deeper understanding of the relations between this industry and other industries. 
This information will make them better prepared to make strategic decisions about how 
to build up a cluster of industries related to the region’s concentration of Newsprint Mills.  
 
When studying only one industry cluster, a more in-depth analysis of all local assets and 
resources related to that cluster is certainly a more appropriate way to approach how a 
particular cluster operates and to identify opportunities for growth. For example, assume 
a region identifies tourism as an area for growth and wants to understand how different 
economic actors contributed to tourism in the region. An in depth study of local 
businesses and other local institutions engaged in tourism would look at potential inter-
industry connections, a benchmark-type analysis, and existing relations between local 
firms and institutions.  
 
A benchmark analysis approaches an area as a blank slate, assuming that a region could 
potentially possess any of the nationally described clusters. In this study of the Piedmont 
Triad Regional Economy, a benchmark approach is utilized. Specifically this study uses 
three existing sets of benchmark clusters: the national value-chain benchmark industry 
clusters identified by Feser (2004); national labor-based industry clusters identified by 
Feser (2004); and national knowledge-based industry clusters identified by Koo (2005).  
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Value-Chain-Based Benchmark Clusters 
Feser (2004) developed a set of benchmark clusters based on value-chain relationships 
using national input-output data from the Benchmark Input-Output Accounts of the 
United States, 1997. This set includes 45 different clusters ranging from Plastics and 
Rubber Manufacturing to Basic Health Services. These clusters are not mutually 
exclusive; some industries are in more than one cluster.  
 
Table 4.1 Value-Chain Based Benchmark Clusters 
Textiles & Apparel Wood Building Products 
Packaged Food Products Plastics Products 
Plastics & Rubber Manufacturing Feed Products 
Aluminum & Aluminum Products Arts & Media 
Basic Health Services Higher Education & Hospitals 
Mining Information Services 
Farming Petroleum & Gas 
Construction Business Services 
Financial Services & Insurance Grain Milling 
Chemical Based Products Rubber Products 
Machine Tools Glass Products 
Precision Instruments Pharmaceuticals 
Printing & Publishing Steel Milling 
Metalworking & Fabricated Metal Products Nonresidential Building Products 
Dairy Products Tobacco Products 
Nondurable Industry Machinery Optical Equipment & Instruments 
Computer & Electronic Equipment Appliances 
Wood Products & Furniture Copper & Copper Products 
Construction Machinery & Distribution Equipment Hotels & Transportation Services 
Wood Processing Aerospace 
Paper Breweries & Distilleries 
Concrete, Brick Building Products Leather Products 
Motor Vehicles   
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Labor-Based Benchmark Clusters 
Feser (2004) also developed a set of benchmark clusters based on labor-sharing. These 
clusters we created by analyzing the US Occupational Employment Survey. Feser used 
the information in the survey to group together industries which have similar 
occupational demands. He identified 51 labor-based industry clusters.  
 
Table 4.2: Labor-Based Benchmark Clusters 
Media & Information Services Paper & Glass Product Manufacturing 
Textile Mills Satellite & Wireless Telecommunications 
Trucking Pipeline Transportation 
Apparel Manufacturing Animal Processing, Beverage & Tobacco Manufacturing 
Food Manufacturing Construction 
Water Transportation Education & Training Institutions 
Credit Intermediation & Insurance Nondurable Goods Wholesaling 
Residential Health Care Facilities Computer & Audio Video Equipment Manufacturing 
Metalworking, Plastics & Rubber Product Manufacturing Lodging & Hospitality 
Telecom Services, Data Processing & Computer Systems Design Air Transportation 
Delivery & Transportation Services, Logistics Publishing, Advertising & Design 
Financial & Legal Services Building Structure Contractors 
Machinery Manufacturing & Transportation Equipment Offices of Health Practitioners 
Coal and Metal Ore Mining Management & Consulting Services 
Hospitals Building Systems Contractors 
Electronic & Precision Equipment Manufacturing Accounting & Travel Services 
Oil & Gas Mining, Pipeline Transportation Civic & Social Organizations 
Agricultural Services Pharmaceuticals, Engineering, Architectural & R&D Services 
Real Estate Services Leather Products 
Chemical Manufacturing Merchant Wholesalers, Raw Materials 
Wood Product Manufacturing Motor Vehicle Manufacturing 
Electronics Wholesalers Emergency & Guard Services 
Mineral Product Manufacturing Artists and Artist Agents 
Ground Passenger Transit Services Land and Water Transit & Sightseeing 
Merchant Wholesalers, Parts & Equipment Aerial Sightseeing 
Arts and Recreation Industries   
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Technology-Based Benchmark Clusters 
Koo (2005) created a set of benchmark clusters based on knowledge. He analyzed patent 
and citation record from the US Patent and Trade office, to create a “knowledge flow 
matrix” which tracked the “origins and destinations of new knowledge” (Koo, 1489). 
Utilizing cluster algorithms he grouped together industries which shared similar 
knowledge bases into a set of seven knowledge-based industry clusters.  
 
Table 4.3: Technology-Based Benchmark Clusters 
Rubber, plastics and Ceramic Related Products 
Electronic Communication Equipment and Related Products 
Machinery and Appliances 
Motor Vehicle and Aircraft 
Chemical Related Products 
Transport Equipment 
Metalworking 
 
Role of Benchmark Clusters in this Study 
Each of these authors identified clusters of industries based on a different type of 
relationship. These three sets of clusters combined identify 103 different clusters of 
industries. Rather than investigating economic activity based on only one type of 
relationship, just value-chain relationships for example, this study considers all 103 of 
these clusters within the context of the Piedmont Triad Region. 
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 Section 5: Benchmarking Clusters in the Piedmont Triad Region 
 
When choosing clusters on which to focus regional attention and resources, economic 
development planners look at a number of different indicators. These indicators can range 
from size of the cluster, measured by the number of employees in a particular cluster, to 
the likelihood that the cluster will produce high paying jobs, measured by the average 
wage in a particular cluster. In this study I have selected eight indicators. These indicators 
fall into two groups answering two broad questions. The first question asks: what exists 
in the regional economy now? The second question asks: which clusters are desirable for 
this regional economy to grow in the future? These questions are both important for 
economic development planners to consider when selecting target clusters. The first 
focuses what exists in the region, the second focuses on the desirability of particular 
clusters for the region.  
 
Clusters which exist in the region currently may not be the most desirable clusters for the 
region to have in the future. Historically the Piedmont Triad has had a high concentration 
of economic activity in declining industries – textiles, furniture and tobacco production. 
Although clusters centered on these industries exist in the region, investing in these 
declining industries is not necessarily desirable for the region. The region will need to 
make tradeoffs between existence and desirability. 
 
In this study, I look at eight different indicators which aim to measure either existence or 
desirability. I combine indicators related to each concept into two overall indices which 
score each of the 103 clusters based on these two concepts. The individual indicators are 
drawn from other cluster studies across the state of North Carolina. 
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Existence Index 
The indicators which make up the existence index attempt to measure the current 
performance of each cluster within the region. These three indicators capture different 
measures of existence: amount of employment, number of establishments and location 
quotient.  
 
Indicator 1: Regional Cluster Employment 
Description: The number of employees in each cluster in the Piedmont Triad Region in 
2005. 
Example: In 2005, 9,301 workers were employed in industries within the labor-based 
Media and Information Services cluster. 
Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources.  
Calculation: The indicator was calculated by summing the employment in each industry 
within each cluster for all twelve counties within the Piedmont Triad region.  
Reasoning: The number of employees within a given cluster in the region is a basic 
measurement of the size of the cluster in the Piedmont Triad.  
Findings: Table 5.1 shows the ten clusters in the Piedmont Triad Region with the largest 
employment in 2005. Hospital and health-related clusters, both value chain and labor 
based clusters, make up four of the top ten. The Arts and Media value-chain cluster ranks 
as the seventh largest employing cluster in the region. Health and the Arts are target 
clusters for the region in the WIRED program as well as in the Market Street Study. The 
clusters employing the greatest number of Piedmont Triad workers in 2005 do not 
include any of region’s traditional industries, Textile, Tobacco and Furniture. This 
indicates that other industries are beginning to replace the region’s traditional industries.  
 
Table 5.1: Top Ten Clusters, Regional Employment 2005 
Cluster 
Type Cluster Name Regional Employment, 2005 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals                                         178,211 
Value-Chain Business Services                                         127,544 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services                                         118,868 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services                                         105,633 
Value-Chain Financial Services and Insurance                                           77,715 
Labor Hospitals                                           67,439 
Value-Chain Arts and Media                                           64,772 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities                                           54,854 
Value-Chain Information Services                                           51,868 
Technology Rubber Plastics and Ceramic Related Products                                           48,237 
 
Indicator 2: Regional Cluster Establishments 
Description: The number of establishments in each cluster in the Piedmont Triad Region 
in 2005. 
Example: In 2005, 374 establishments made up the technology-based Metalworking 
cluster. 
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Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources.  
Calculation: The indicator was calculated by summing the number of establishments in 
each industry within each cluster for all twelve counties within the Piedmont Triad 
region.  
Reasoning: The number of establishments within a given cluster in the region is a basic 
measurement of the size of the cluster in the Piedmont Triad. It shows how many 
individual firms comprise each cluster.  
Findings: Table 5.2 shows the ten clusters in the Piedmont Triad Region with the greatest 
number of establishments. Not surprisingly, many of these clusters are the same as those 
identified as having the highest employment in the region; both construction clusters and 
the labor-based financial and legal services cluster have a high number of regional 
establishments but not as high regional employment. In some industries, including 
construction and financial and legal services, employments is spread across a number of 
different establishments rather than concentrated in a few large employers. Clusters with 
a large number of establishments are important to the regional economy even if they 
employ fewer workers. Some clusters may be made up of just a few establishments with 
many employees; if one of these establishments were to close, a large segment of the 
economy would be affected. Clusters with many establishments spread employments 
over many firms which can be more stable for the regional economy; it can also be riskier 
to have many small establishments make up a cluster since small businesses have higher 
rates of failure. 
 
Table 5.2: Top Ten Clusters, Number of Establishments 2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name Number of Establishments, 2005 
Value-Chain Business Services                                           9,224 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services                                           8,629 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals                                           8,499 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services                                           6,899 
Value-Chain Information Services                                           5,394 
Value-Chain Financial Services and Insurance                                           5,125 
Value-Chain Arts and Media                                           4,885 
Value-Chain Construction                                           4,387 
Labor Construction                                           3,811 
Labor Financial and Legal Services                                           3,401 
 
Indicator 3: Employment Location Quotient, Region to Nation 2005 
Description: The location quotient compares the regional concentration of employment in 
a particular cluster to the concentration of employment in that same cluster for the nation 
in the same year. 
Example: The value-chain based Pharmaceuticals cluster is slightly concentrated in the 
Piedmont Triad region relative to the nation; its location quotient for 2005 is 1.109. 
Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
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and related sources and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics Employer’s Quarterly Census 
of Tax and Wage Reports.   
Calculation: The calculation of location quotients is based on total cluster employment 
for both the region and the nation calculated as in Indicator 1. The location quotient is a 
ratio of two ratios. The first ratio compares employment within the cluster to total 
employment for the study region (the Piedmont Triad). A second similar ratio is 
calculated for a comparison region (the nation) creating a measure of the concentration of 
employment for each cluster. The regional cluster concentration ratio is then divided by 
the to national cluster concentration ratio to yield the location quotient. 
Reasoning: The location quotient, as a relational measure, describes cluster 
concentration. Location quotients less than 1.0 indicate that the region has less 
employment in a particular cluster than would be expected if the region behaved exactly 
like the nation. Location quotients greater than one indicate that the region has a 
disproportionate concentration of employment in a particular cluster. For production 
oriented clusters, a high location quotient indicates that the region is producing more than 
would be needed to fulfill local consumption. Thus, clusters with a location quotient 
greater than 1.0 are exporting their additional production outside of the region. A high 
location quotient also indicates that the region is specialized in a particular cluster, an 
indication of regional advantage over other locations.  
Findings: The location quotient indicator shows that the region’s traditional industries are 
still very present in the Piedmont Triad. Tobacco, Textiles and Wood Products make up 
six of the top ten clusters based on this indicator. The four other clusters include leather 
products (both value-chain and labor based), rubber plastics and ceramic related products 
and paper and glass products.  
 
Table 5.3: Top Ten Clusters, Employment Location Quotient, Region to Nation 
2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name Location Quotient 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products 34.504 
Labor Leather Products 14.653 
Value-Chain Textiles and Apparel 7.739 
Labor Textile Mills 6.065 
Labor Apparel Manufacturing 5.957 
Value-Chain Wood Products and Furniture 4.054 
Labor Wood Product Manufacturing 3.458 
Technology Rubber Plastics and Ceramic Related Products 2.761 
Value-Chain Leather Products 2.564 
Labor Paper and Glass Product Manufacturing 2.452 
 
Overall Existence Index 
The Existence Index is made up of the three indicators described above. Each cluster is 
given an overall Existence Index score based on these three existence indicators. The 
resulting score indicates how the cluster performs based on these three indicators 
collectively, rather than individually.  
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In calculating an overall index score, first a value for each indicator was calculated for 
each cluster. The values for each indicator for each cluster were normalized to remove 
the units. This made it possible to compare a combination of the indicators. For example, 
the first indicator, total regional employment in 2005, measures the number of workers in 
each cluster whereas the third indicator, location quotient, measures the concentration of 
regional employment in each cluster relative to the national economy. Since Indicator 1 
measures people and Indicator 3 measures concentration, the raw numbers for Indicator 1 
are much larger than for Indicator 3; for example, the labor-based Office of Health 
Professionals cluster employed 29,113 workers in 2005 and had a location quotient of 
0.799. In order to look at a combination of these two numbers, it is important to remove 
the units and create comparable numbers. In this study, I normalized the indicator values 
by converting each raw indicator value to a z-score. Z-scores measure how far a 
particular value lies from the mean. For example, the same Office of Health Professionals 
cluster has a z-score of .396 for Indicator 1 indicating that total employment in this 
cluster is slightly larger than the mean for all clusters.  
 
Once the values for each indicator have been normalized, the total index score can be 
calculated as a weighted sum of each of the z-scores for each indicator. Total 
employment (Indicator 1) and total establishments (Indicator 2) are weighted equally, and 
collectively greater, than location quotient (Indicator 3). The weights are 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4 
respectively. Finally, I multiplied the index scores by 100 for ease of presentation. 
 
Table 5.4: Top Ten Existence Index Scores 
Cluster Type Cluster Name Index Score 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals 181 
Value-Chain Business Services 129 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services 119 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services 102 
Value-Chain Financial Services and Insurance 69 
Value-Chain Arts and Media 55 
Labor Hospitals 53 
Value-Chain Information Services 42 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities 38 
Value-Chain Textiles and Apparel 35 
 
The resulting Existence Index Scores show that the Health Care is a very important part 
of the existing economy in the Piedmont Triad region. Four of the ten clusters with the 
highest Existence Index scores are related to health care. Three of the ten highest ranking 
clusters are related to business support services: the value-chain based Business Services 
cluster, the value-chain based Financial Services and Insurance cluster and the value-
chain based Information Services cluster. Arts and Media and Hotels and Transportation 
Services, both value-chain based clusters, are also important. These nine clusters are all 
related to some of the region’s existing broad target clusters, either in the Market Street 
Report of WIRED program proposal. Finally, the value-chain based Textiles and Apparel 
cluster remains an important part of the regional economy. These ten clusters each show 
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a high degree of presence in the existing regional economy based on: employment, 
establishments and relative concentration.  
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Desirability Index 
The indicators which make up the desirability index paint a picture of how desirable 
growth of the cluster would be for the region. These five indicators capture different 
measures of desirability for each cluster: regional employment growth, national 
employment growth, change in regional location quotient, average wage compared to the 
region overall and the growth (or decline) in average wage between 2001 and 2005. 
 
Indicator 4: Regional Employment Growth, 2001-2005 
Description: This indicator measures the change in employment in the Piedmont Triad in 
each cluster between 2001 and 2005. 
Example: The labor-based Textile Mills cluster lost 140,055 jobs between 2001 and 
2005.  
Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources. 
Calculation: The total regional employment in each cluster was calculated in Indicator 1. 
The totals for 2005 and 2001 were subtracted to get total cluster employment change.  
Reasoning: Measuring the recent change in employment for each cluster within the 
Piedmont Triad region gives one indication of how the cluster will perform in the region 
in the future. Although past performance does not guarantee future performance, clusters 
that have shown recent growth in the region are more likely to continue growing within 
the region.   
Findings: It is important to note that these five years were difficult for the national 
economy, high tech sectors struggled after the “dot com bust” and uncertainty resulting 
from 9/11 lead to a national recession. Nonetheless, many clusters added jobs during this 
time. Five of the ten clusters with large employment growth since 2001 are health related. 
These five clusters include industries related through both the value-chain and shared 
labor pools. Other growing clusters in the Piedmont Triad are similar to large 
employment clusters in the region; Business Services, Financial Services and Insurance, 
and Hotels and Transportation Services are also three of the region’s largest employing 
clusters. Many of the clusters which show high location quotients have not expanded 
regional employment. Clusters in textiles, wood product and leather good manufacturing 
shed significant numbers of workers during this period of time.  
 
Table 5.5: Top Ten Clusters, Regional Employment Growth 2001-2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Regional Employment Growth 
2001-2005 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services                                           11,669 
Labor Hospitals                                             8,070 
Labor Management and Consulting Services                                             7,432 
Value-Chain Business Services                                             6,817 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals                                             6,529 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities                                             6,194 
Labor Offices of Health Practitioners                                             5,941 
Value-Chain Financial Services and Insurance                                             5,914 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services                                             2,319 
Labor Education and Training Institutions                                             2,090 
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Indicator 5: National Employment Growth 2001-2005 
Description: This indicator measures national employment change between 2001 and 
2005 for each cluster. 
Example: National employment remained relatively stable in the value-chain based Arts 
and Media cluster which experienced a modest 0.56% increase in employment.  
Source: The US Bureau of Labor Statistics, data compiled from US Employer’s 
Quarterly Census of Tax and Wage Reports.   
Calculation: Like Indicator 5, calculation of this indicator begins with summing the 
national employment for each industry in a cluster to create total national employment for 
each cluster. The difference between national cluster employment in 2005 and 2001 is 
divided by national cluster employment in 2001 and multiplied by 100 to obtain the 
percentage change in national employment for each cluster.  
Reasoning: There is a difference between clusters which add a lot of new jobs in absolute 
terms, and clusters which have a high rate of growth. Indicator 5 captures the clusters 
which added the most actual jobs in the region between 2001 and 2005. This indicator 
captures those clusters which have grown the fastest over this same period. Again the 
past is not always a good predictor for the future; however, clusters which are growing at 
a high rate across the nation might also grow in the Piedmont Triad. The Piedmont Triad 
might also focus on avoiding industries which show significant declines nationally. 
Findings: Construction and construction related clusters show significant national growth 
between 2001 and 2005. Education and health care also show significant national growth; 
these two clusters also added a lot of jobs in the region. Again, none of the ten clusters 
with the highest location quotients in the Piedmont Triad have significant national growth 
rates. Like the regional employment growth indicator, it is important to recognize that 
this period of time included a national recession when considering the performance of 
each cluster with respect to this indicator. Many of the clusters made up of traditional 
industries – tobacco and textiles manufacturing for example – experienced significant 
decline nationally over this time period. The labor-based Leather Products cluster 
experienced the most significant percentage change in national employment, -32.98%. 
 
Table 5.6: Top Ten Clusters, National Employment Growth 2001-2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Percent Change in National 
Employment 2001-2005 
Labor Building Structure Contractors 16.40% 
Labor Offices of Health Practitioners 14.64% 
Labor Water Transportation 11.28% 
Labor Education and Training Institutions 9.45% 
Labor Emergency and Guard Services 9.34% 
Labor Hospitals 9.31% 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities 9.12% 
Labor Construction 8.53% 
Value-Chain Construction 6.92% 
Labor Real Estate Services 6.12% 
 
Indicator 6: Change in Location Quotient 2001-2005 
Description: This measures change in the employment location quotient for the region as 
compared to the nation between 2001 and 2005. 
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Example: The value-chain based Wood Processing cluster became less concentrated in 
the Piedmont Triad. Its location quotient dropped 0.773 between 2001 and 2005. 
Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, data compiled from US 
Employer’s Quarterly Census of Tax and Wage Reports.   
Calculation: Location quotients for 2005 and 2001 were calculated as described for 
Indicator 3. The difference between the two is reported as this indicator. 
Reasoning: The location quotient, as discussed before, is a measure of regional 
concentration of employment in each cluster. Changing location quotients over time show 
how the region’s employment patterns shift. A positive change in location quotient shows 
the region is becoming more concentrated in a particular cluster, a negative change shows 
the region is becoming less concentrated in a particular cluster.  
Findings: The clusters with growing location quotients in the region are remarkably 
similar to the clusters with high location quotients: the region’s traditional but declining 
industries. These industries have not been growing in the region (as seen in Indicator 1) 
and are declining rapidly across the nation (as seen in Indicator 6). As a result of the 
national decline in these industries, the location quotients for these clusters in the 
Piedmont Triad increased. These declining industries are becoming more concentrated in 
the region as a result of disappearing rapidly from other areas of the country. Some 
clusters have both increasing location quotients and increasing employment. Those 
clusters have had more modest increases in location quotient and include the labor-based 
Management and Consulting Services cluster, the value-chain based Concrete Brick 
Building Products cluster, and the labor-based Offices of Health Practitioners cluster.  
 
Table 5.7: Top Ten Clusters, Change in Location Quotient 2001-2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Change in Location Quotient
2001-2005 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products 32.342 
Labor Leather Products 12.551 
Value-Chain Textiles and Apparel 6.339 
Labor Textile Mills 4.976 
Labor Apparel Manufacturing 4.846 
Value-Chain Wood Products and Furniture 2.728 
Labor Wood Product Manufacturing 2.237 
Technology Rubber Plastics and Ceramic Related Products 2.046 
Labor Paper and Glass Product Manufacturing 1.895 
Value-Chain Rubber Products 1.722 
 
Indicator 7: Wage Difference, 2005 
Description: This indicator compares the average annual wage in the cluster to the 
average annual wage in the region. 
Example: The average wage in the value-chain based Breweries and Distilleries cluster in 
the Piedmont Triad was $1,427 greater than the average annual wage for all jobs in 
Piedmont Triad region in 2005. 
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Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources. 
Calculation: The average wage for both each cluster and for the region overall was 
calculated by summing the total wages and total employment for each cluster and the 
total economy. Then total wages were divided by total employment in each cluster and 
for the region overall to obtain an average wage for each cluster and for the Piedmont 
Triad. The average wage for each cluster was compared to the average annual overall 
wage for the region, approximately $34,000. 
Reasoning: The desirability of a particular cluster is based on both potential for growth 
and its potential to provide at least moderate levels of income to Piedmont Triad workers. 
This measure indicates if the cluster has the potential to provide well paying jobs within 
the region. 
Findings: Mining, a dangerous and highly organized sector of the economy, had the 
highest wages of all the clusters considered both based on the value-chain and based on 
shared labor pools. Tobacco manufacturing also provided high wages relative to the 
average wage in the region. These two clusters are highly unionized, leading to high 
wages throughout all jobs in the cluster. Motor Vehicle manufacturing, a target cluster 
based on Feser’s 1997 study of the region also provides significantly higher than average 
wages. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing, including Pharmaceutical Research and 
Development, round out the top ten highest wage clusters in the region. Many of the 
benchmark clusters considered in this study contain a number of different industries. 
Clusters made up of many different industries, like the value-chain based Higher 
Education and Hospitals cluster, preformed poorly on this indicator. Since this indicator 
measures the average cluster wage, cluster which have segments of high wages along 
with segments of low wages do not perform as well based on this indicator as clusters 
with modestly high average wages for all workers. 
 
Table 5.8: Top Ten Clusters, Wage Difference 2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Wage Difference  
2005 
Labor Coal and Metal Ore Mining $   68,512 
Value-Chain Mining $   68,156 
Labor Motor Vehicle Manufacturing $   43,703 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products $   43,468 
Labor Pipeline Transportation $   35,582 
Value-Chain Feed Products $   34,656 
Technology Chemical Related Products $   32,842 
Labor Animal Processing Beverage and Tobacco Manufacturing $   27,727 
Value-Chain Pharmaceuticals $   26,968 
Labor Pharmaceuticals Engineering Architectural and R &D Services $   23,513 
 
Indicator 8: Change in Wages 2001-2005 
Description: This indicator looks at the change in average wage within each cluster in the 
Piedmont Triad between 2001 and 2005. 
Example: The average wage in the value-chain based Grain Milling cluster decreased by 
$500 between 2001 and 2005. 
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Source: The Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, data compiled from 
North Carolina Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Reports, Multiple Worksite Reports 
and related sources. 
Calculation: This was calculated by subtracting the average wage in each cluster in 2005 
from the average wage in each cluster in 2001 for each cluster within the Piedmont Triad. 
The average wage was calculated by dividing total wages by total employment for each 
cluster. 
Reasoning: Clusters with increasing wages have the potential to create good paying jobs 
in the Piedmont Triad region. Even if the current wages are below the average for the 
region, clusters with increasing wages are desirable. 
Findings: Many of the highest wage clusters also exhibit the largest wage growth in the 
Piedmont Triad. Three mining-related clusters show the highest wage increase as well as 
the highest wages in the region. Both of these fields tend to be highly unionized and 
contain relatively few industries. Some clusters show high wage growth but not 
particularly high wages compared to the region as a whole. The labor-based Aerial 
Sightseeing cluster increased wages between 2001 and 2005, but still offered below 
average wages to the few workers in this cluster. The value-chain based Precision 
Instruments cluster, however, displayed relatively high wages and high wage growth, as 
did the labor-based Food Manufacturing the two technology based clusters.  
 
Table 5.9: Top Ten Clusters, Change in Average Wage 2001-2005 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Change in Wages 
2001-2005 
Labor Coal and Metal Ore Mining $     57,635  
Value-Chain Mining $     57,326  
Labor Mineral Product Manufacturing $     10,860  
Labor Food Manufacturing $       7,001  
Labor Aerial Sightseeing $       6,319  
Labor Leather Products $       5,357  
Value-Chain Precision Instruments $       5,309  
Value-Chain Tobacco Products $       4,311  
Technology Transport Equipment $       4,112  
Technology Chemical Related Products $       3,675  
 
Overall Desirability Index 
Like the Existence Index, the Desirability Index analyzes a combination of indicators, the 
five indicators discussed above in detail, and rate each cluster based on employment 
growth, change in regional employment concentration and wage characteristics. The 
Desirability Index was created using z-scores in a similar manner the calculations used to 
create the Existence Index. I chose to rate employment growth as the most important type 
of measure – Indicators 4 and 5 had a weight of 0.225 each. Indicator 6, change in 
location quotient was the lowest weighted indicator, 0.15. Indicators 7 and 8 both 
measured wages, relative to the regional average and growth between 2001 and 2005. 
These two indicators were given a weight of 0.2 in the final index construction.  
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Table 5.10: Top Ten Clusters, Desirability Index 
Cluster Type Cluster Name Index Score 
Value-Chain Mining 214 
Labor Coal and Metal Ore Mining 196 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products 159 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services 83 
Labor Offices of Health Practitioners 80 
Labor Hospitals 76 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals 61 
Labor Management and Consulting Services 57 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities 55 
Value-Chain Business Services 53 
 
Health care related clusters make up five of the ten clusters with the highest Desirability 
Index ranking. The value-chain based Mining cluster and the labor-based Coal and Metal 
Ore Mining cluster also rank highly on the Desirability Index, due to high wages and high 
wage growth in mining in the region. The value-chain based Business Services cluster 
and labor-based Management and Consulting Services cluster show both high growth 
rates and high wages, but have decreasing regional location quotients. The value-chain 
based Tobacco Products cluster acts oppositely – increasing regional location quotient 
and reasonable wages, but declining growth rates. 
 
Combined Index 
Recognizing that the region will need to make trade offs between existing and desirable 
characteristics of clusters, it is important to look at the individual indexes as well as at the 
combination of the two. Figure 5.1 maps each cluster based on its score for each index. A 
corresponding table listing both index scores for each cluster is in the Appendix (Table 
A.1).  
 
The value-chain based Higher Education and Hospitals, Business Services, Basic Health 
Services and Financial Services and Insurance clusters as well as the labor-based 
Hospitals cluster rank highly on both indexes. Some benchmark clusters perform well on 
one index, but not the other. The highest ranking desirability clusters, the two mining 
clusters, have negative existence index scores. Health care and the Arts, two benchmark 
clusters which are related to the region’s existing target clusters, score highly on both the 
existence and desirability indexes. Many clusters show small, negative existence scores 
(between 0 and -50) with desirability scores between 0 and 50. Clusters within this group 
might be good targets for growth policies. In creating and implementing policy, the 
Piedmont Triad will need to acknowledge tradeoffs between these two concepts.  
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 Section 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Conclusions from Index Results 
The two indexes calculated and described in Section 5 provide insight into which clusters 
the Piedmont Triad region might focus Economic Development on. However, it does not 
make sense to suggest that the Piedmont Triad simply focus on the ten benchmark 
clusters with the highest index scores. First, many of the high scoring clusters contain 
similar groups of industries. Second, the indexes are sensitive to the indicators selected. 
A very high score on one indicator within the index has a significant effect on the 
cluster’s final index score. Finally, the Piedmont Triad Partnership has already chosen a 
set of target industry clusters which are integrated into existing programs in the region. 
Rather than changing the region’s focus, the Piedmont Triad Partnership can use the 
information about inter-industry relationships, obtained from this benchmark study, to 
better understand their four target clusters. 
 
First, in the final index scoring, many of the highest scoring clusters contained similar 
industries. For example, the value-chain based Mining and labor-based Coal and Metal 
Ore Mining clusters both rank highly on the Desirability indexes; and many of the same 
industries make up both clusters. Also, in each of the two indexes, health care related 
clusters rank highly. These clusters contain many of the same industries. Overlap 
amongst the clusters exists because of the methodology used to construct the benchmark 
clusters and because of the types of relationships the clusters attempt to capture. The 
benchmark clusters attempt to show how industries are related along a particular type of 
sharing. Thus, it is important to know that General Medical and Surgical Hospitals 
(NAICS 62211) are related to Colleges, Universities and Professional Schools (NAICS 
61131) along the value chain and that General Medical and Surgical Hospitals (NAICS 
62211) are related to Community Care Facilities for the Elderly (NAICS 6233) along 
shared labor pools. This is important theoretically for an understanding of relationships 
between industries. However, because so many of the clusters overlap each other, it 
doesn’t make sense for the region to focus on overlapping clusters individually. 
 
Second, the index results are sensitive to high values for just one indicator. The z-score 
method of comparing across indicators succeeds in making different types of measures 
comparable; it effectively strips away the units from an indicator so that, for example, the 
number of jobs can be compared to the national location quotient for a particular cluster. 
Z-scores make different types of indicators comparable by creating a number (the z-
score) which measures how far a particular cluster’s value for that indicator lies from the 
mean for all clusters for that indicator. For some clusters, like the value-chain based 
Tobacco Products cluster, the cluster’s value for one indicator lies very far from the 
mean. In the case of the value-chain based Tobacco Products cluster, the location 
quotient for this industry (Indicator 3) is far greater than location quotients for the other 
clusters, 34.504 compared to a mean of 1.452. This cluster also had the highest growth in 
location quotient (Indicator 6). Because of this, the z-score value for this cluster for both 
indicators is quite high, 8.873 for Indicator 3 and 8.928 for Indicator 6. Even with a low 
weight, the large z-scores have a significant effect on the overall score the cluster 
received in both indexes. Judgment and reflection should always be a part of economic 
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development decision making. In this case, the value-chain based Tobacco Products 
cluster, scores highly due to an unusually high location quotient and growth of location 
quotient. The declining industries which make up this cluster are heavily concentrated in 
the region and, as these industries continue to decline nationally, the regional 
concentration of this cluster increases. Economic development planners in the Piedmont 
Triad should take contextual information, such as this, into account when evaluating the 
results of the final index scoring.  
 
Finally, the results of this benchmark study should supplement rather than supplant the 
existing economic development strategies of the Piedmont Triad. As described in Section 
2, the Piedmont Triad Partnership received a grant from the Department of Labor in 2006 
structured around four target clusters. The results of this benchmark study can 
compliment and enhance the region’s understanding of relationships amongst industries 
in each of these four clusters. The next section links the results of this benchmark study 
with the existing clusters defined for the Piedmont Triad Partnership’s WIRED Program.  
 
The Piedmont Triad Partnership WIRED Clusters 
The four target industry clusters, which are the stated focus of the region’s WIRED grant 
program, include: Advanced Manufacturing, Creative Enterprises and the Arts, Health 
Care and Logistics/Distribution. The Piedmont Triad Partnership intends to use these four 
target clusters to frame discussion and action designed to link economic and workforce 
development. The Partnership has not defined these four clusters by a set of NAICS 
codes, nor based the target clusters on a cluster analysis understanding of inter-industry 
relationships. My conversation with Piedmont Triad Partnership officials indicated that 
the region does not think that the clusters need to be clearly defined in order to meet the 
WIRED program’s objectives. Nonetheless, the Partnership could gain a deeper 
understanding of relations among industries within these target clusters by examining 
benchmark relationships within the WIRED Program’s four target clusters. A table listing 
all of the benchmark clusters included in this study and the specific NAICS codes which 
make up each cluster is available as an Excel file accompanying this document. 
 
Unlike the target industry clusters, the benchmark clusters group industries based on 
certain relationships. As a result some industries may not be considered part of a target 
cluster unless their relation to the target cluster is better understood. For example, within 
the Advanced Manufacturing target cluster, the benchmark clusters tend to be much 
smaller and focused combinations of industries than the Advanced Manufacturing target 
cluster aims to capture. The value-chain based Tobacco Products cluster includes only 
four industries: Tobacco Farming (NAICS 11191), Tobacco Stemming and Re-drying 
(NAICS 31221), Cigarette Manufacturing (NAICS 312221) and Other Tobacco Product 
Manufacturing (NAICS 312229). Some of the benchmark clusters, however, include a 
broad range of industries than might be considered part of the Advanced Manufacturing 
cluster. For example, the technology-based Electronic Communication Equipment and 
Related Products cluster includes manufacturing industries like Telephone Apparatus 
Manufacturing (NAICS 33421) as well as Integrated Record Production and Distribution 
(NAICS 51222). An examination of the industry make up of each of these clusters might 
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help the Piedmont Triad Partnership more clearly define the four target clusters for the 
WIRED program.  
 
Advanced Manufacturing 
The Piedmont Triad describes the Advanced Manufacturing cluster as including the 
region’s traditional industries (textiles and apparel, tobacco and furniture manufacturing) 
as well as emerging new manufacturing. The manufacturing described as “advanced” 
includes a range of different industries including: pharmaceutical, semiconductor, food 
processing, chemicals and plastics, nanotechnology, and others. Quite a few of the 
benchmark clusters considered in this study can be considered part of the WIRED 
Advanced Manufacturing cluster.  
 
The benchmark clusters within this target cluster tend to have low existence index scores. 
The scores for desirability vary widely. The desirability index scores have a range of 
more than 275 points, between the lowest (the labor-based Computer and Audio Video 
Manufacturing cluster) and the highest (the value-chain based Tobacco Products 
cluster).The benchmark clusters, collectively, contain a range of different industries 
which might be included in the WIRED program’s regional roundtable group.   
 
Table 6.1: Benchmark Clusters Related to Advanced Manufacturing 
Cluster 
Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index 
Score 
Desirability 
Index 
Score 
Labor Food Manufacturing -21.07 14.34 
Labor Water Transportation -21.99 -75.69 
Labor Metalworking Plastics and Rubber Product Manufacturing -3.78 -11.10 
Labor Electronic and Precision Equipment Manufacturing -3.70 -25.85 
Labor Chemical Manufacturing -12.86 3.93 
Labor Wood Product Manufacturing 6.03 -36.87 
Labor Mineral Product Manufacturing -14.65 35.73 
Labor Animal Processing Beverage and Tobacco Manufacturing -8.19 27.05 
Labor Computer and Audio Video Equipment Manufacturing -20.99 -125.01 
Labor Motor Vehicle Manufacturing -20.46 46.47 
Value-Chain Packaged Food Products -17.85 -25.01 
Value-Chain Plastics and Rubber Manufacturing -15.12 -1.18 
Value-Chain Chemical Based Products -17.20 -22.32 
Value-Chain Wood Products and Furniture 2.69 -41.72 
Value-Chain Rubber Products -11.36 -25.19 
Value-Chain Glass Products -18.84 -35.64 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products 22.87 158.94 
Value-Chain Pharmaceuticals -16.20 34.24 
Technology Rubber Plastics and Ceramic Related Products 33.16 -114.55 
Technology Electronic Communication Equipment and Related Products -5.07 -21.64 
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Creative Enterprises and the Arts 
This target cluster includes both industries which create works of art and design and 
which create knowledge – education and research and development related clusters. As a 
group these clusters rank highly on each of the indexes described earlier.  
 
Like the benchmark clusters which relate to the Advanced Manufacturing target cluster, 
the benchmark clusters in Creative Enterprises in the Arts are both more focused and 
more inclusive than the target cluster’s name implies. The benchmark clusters include a 
number of different industries including Agents and Managers for Artists, Athletes, 
Entertainers, and Other Public Figures (NAICS 7114) and Independent Artists, Writers 
and Performers (NAICS 7115) which logically fall within the Creative Enterprises and 
the Arts target cluster as well as Recyclable Material Merchant Wholesalers (NAICS 
42393) and Museums (NAICS 71211), industries which might not be included in the 
Creative Enterprise and the Arts target cluster without looking at this target cluster from a 
benchmark perspective. Many of the benchmark clusters in this group score highly on 
both indexes. The value-chain based Higher Education and Hospital cluster ranks 
particularly highly and contains a range of different industries which the region could 
involve in discussion within this target cluster. 
 
Table 6.2: Benchmark Clusters Related to Creative Enterprises and the Arts 
Cluster 
Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index 
Score 
Desirability 
Index 
Score 
Labor Arts and Recreation Industries -1.35 -16.99 
Labor Education and Training Institutions 2.52 47.62 
Labor Publishing Advertising and Design -7.12 -5.43 
Labor Pharmaceuticals Engineering Architectural and R&D Services -15.23 39.11 
Labor Artists and Artist Agents -21.19 -15.96 
Value-Chain Arts and Media 55.13 9.62 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals 181.10 61.24 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services 101.70 13.13 
 
Health Care 
The Health Care target cluster, as described in the WIRED program plan, includes 
hospitals and health care centers as well as life science and medical technology 
companies in the region.  
 
Health Care related benchmark clusters include a range of industries. These clusters 
consistently ranked highly on the indicators used in this study as well as the resulting 
indexes. Clusters related to health care are present in the existing economy (Indicators 1 
and 2) and show high prospects for growth regionally and nationally (Indicators 4 and 5). 
The wage prospects (Indicators 7 and 8) in this group of clusters are lower than in some 
of the traditional manufacturing clusters, a concern for the region to consider as it 
develops this growing target cluster. However, overall nearly all of the benchmark 
clusters in this group preformed well overall on both the existence and desirability 
indexes. 
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Table 6.3: Benchmark Clusters Related to Health Care 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index 
Score 
Desirability 
Index 
Score 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities 38.15 55.06 
Labor Hospitals 52.77 75.63 
Labor Offices of Health Practitioners 12.65 80.17 
Labor Pharmaceuticals Engineering Architectural and R&D Services -15.23 39.11 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services 118.52 83.36 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals 181.10 61.24 
Value-Chain Pharmaceuticals -16.20 34.24 
 
Logistics/Distribution 
The logistics and distribution target cluster described in the WIRED program is related to 
the forthcoming new FedEx hub in Winston-Salem. As described in Section 2, Piedmont 
Triad Partnership leaders have observed companies interested in the region as a result of 
this new development. The twelve benchmark clusters listed below are related to logistics 
and distribution as well as transportation services and manufacturing. Looking at the 
relationships between industries shown by these benchmark clusters may help the region 
better understand this target cluster. Although the clusters in this group scored less highly 
than those in the other three target clusters, economic development activities could 
certainly improve both the existence and desirability characteristics of these clusters.  
 
Table 6.4: Benchmark Clusters Related to Logistics/Distribution 
Cluster 
Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index 
Score 
Desirability 
Index 
Score 
Labor Trucking -4.32 -4.68 
Labor Water Transportation -21.99 -75.69 
Labor Delivery and Transportation Services Logistics -0.59 -12.95 
Labor Machinery Manufacturing and Transportation Equipment -9.30 -15.76 
Labor Ground Passenger Transit Services -4.13 -1.72 
Labor Air Transportation -1.50 -28.20 
Labor Motor Vehicle Manufacturing -20.46 46.47 
Value-Chain Construction Machinery and Distribution Equipment -18.43 -20.54 
Value-Chain Motor Vehicles -14.90 10.37 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services 101.70 13.13 
Technology Motor Vehicle and Aircraft -12.71 10.64 
Technology Transport Equipment -20.08 6.90 
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Section 7: Lessons 
 
This study reveals much about the characteristics of benchmark clusters within the 
Piedmont Triad Region. It also, however, reveals lessons about applying cluster analysis 
to regional economies. First, analyzing clusters within a region does not necessarily 
capture important aspects and traits of individual clusters. Examining and combining 
numerical standard indicators amplifies some characteristics and downplays others and 
should be combined with other methods of analysis when making regional economic 
development policy. Second, benchmark cluster analysis can be useful and informative in 
supporting existing policies and programs. Finally, this study supports Feser and Luger’s 
(2003) assertion that cluster analysis is best understood as a mode of inquiry.  
 
The aspects and traits of individual clusters are difficult to capture with standardized 
indicators. I was surprised, for example, that the unionized industries making up the 
mining and tobacco products clusters scored so highly on the two wage indicators and 
resulting desirability index; whereas clusters I might have predicted to contain high 
wages, for example, the labor-based Publishing Advertising and Design cluster, did not 
rank highly on these indicators. Since the standard indicator measured average annual 
wages, clusters which contained industries with high average wages rather than segments 
of high wages mixed with segments of low wages preformed well. The design of these 
indicators needed to be simple enough to be meaningful for all clusters; however, as a 
result these indicators did not capture all aspects of individual clusters. 
 
Related to this, the impact of a very high or very low score on one indicator had a 
significant impact on the results of the overall indexes and final cluster rankings. Those 
studying benchmark clusters within a particular local context, should attempt to select a 
range of indicators. However, should also understand the limitations of using and 
combining numerical indicators. Final targeting decisions should not be based only on a 
particular cluster’s performance in an analysis such as this. Rather, this type of analysis 
should inform economic development decision making together with a range of 
information and opinions. 
 
Perhaps the most valuable information from this study for the Piedmont Triad Region 
will be the individual industry make up of each benchmark cluster. These cluster 
groupings illuminate relationships between industries which are not necessarily visible, 
or even currently exist. As the region moves forward with implementing their existing 
cluster-based economic and workforce development policies and programs, these cluster 
definitions may encourage them to invite groups to the table which would otherwise have 
been left out. In this way, benchmark cluster analysis, can supplement rather than 
supplant existing regional cluster-based efforts.  
 
This study confirms Feser and Luger’s (2003) assertion that cluster analysis is best 
understood as a mode of inquiry. They draw an analogy between cluster analysis and cost 
benefit analysis, both methodological tools which, although useful, do not provide exact 
assessments. It may be tempting to use this type of analysis as a prescriptive decision 
making tool. However, the relationships and regional strengths revealed in this type of 
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study focus on some things and miss others. The Piedmont Triad Region certainly has 
much to learn about relationships between industries, both existing and potential, within 
their economy. Benchmark cluster analysis is an important tool to add to region 
discussion regarding economic development policy.  
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Appendix 
Table A.1: Index Scores for All Benchmark Clusters 
Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index Score 
Desirability 
Index Score 
Labor Media and Information Services -11.18 -16.21 
Labor Textile Mills 12.48 -124.22 
Labor Trucking -4.32 -4.68 
Labor Apparel Manufacturing 7.50 -89.34 
Labor Food Manufacturing -21.07 14.34 
Labor Water Transportation -21.99 -75.69 
Labor Credit Intermediation and Insurance 15.30 30.88 
Labor Residential Health Care Facilities 38.15 55.06 
Labor Metalworking Plastics and Rubber Product Manufacturing -3.78 -11.10 
Labor Telecom Services Data Processing and Computer Systems Design -12.38 -33.33 
Labor Delivery and Transportation Services Logistics -0.59 -12.95 
Labor Financial and Legal Services 22.89 31.27 
Labor Machinery Manufacturing and Transportation Equipment -9.30 -15.76 
Labor Coal and Metal Ore Mining -20.62 195.52 
Labor Hospitals 52.77 75.63 
Labor Electronic and Precision Equipment Manufacturing -3.70 -25.85 
Labor Oil and Gas Mining Pipeline Transportation -20.69 21.38 
Labor Agricultural Services -21.87 -17.39 
Labor Real Estate Services -12.90 9.59 
Labor Chemical Manufacturing -12.86 3.93 
Labor Wood Product Manufacturing 6.03 -36.87 
Labor Electronics Wholesalers -11.05 30.01 
Labor Mineral Product Manufacturing -14.65 35.73 
Labor Ground Passenger Transit Services -4.13 -1.72 
Labor Merchant Wholesalers Parts and Equipment 1.70 7.17 
Labor Arts and Recreation Industries -1.35 -16.99 
Labor Paper and Glass Product Manufacturing -4.74 -58.15 
Labor Satellite and Wireless Telecommunications7 --- --- 
Labor Pipeline Transportation -20.91 40.40 
Labor Animal Processing Beverage and Tobacco Manufacturing -8.19 27.05 
Labor Construction 23.71 0.57 
Labor Education and Training Institutions 2.52 47.62 
Labor Nondurable Goods Wholesaling -4.43 -6.61 
Labor Computer and Audio Video Equipment Manufacturing -20.99 -125.01 
Labor Lodging and Hospitality 10.35 2.28 
Labor Air Transportation -1.50 -28.20 
Labor Publishing Advertising and Design -7.12 -5.43 
Labor Building Structure Contractors 1.80 26.77 
Labor Offices of Health Practitioners 12.65 80.17 
Labor Management and Consulting Services 27.21 56.56 
Labor Building Systems Contractors -4.66 -12.46 
Labor Accounting and Travel Services -10.64 21.54 
Labor Civic and Social Organizations -15.93 -10.15 
Labor Pharmaceuticals Engineering Architectural and R and D Services -15.23 39.11 
Labor Leather Products 10.73 -38.79 
                                                
7 This cluster did not have any regional employment in 2005. As a result, it was not possible to calculate 
many of the indicators and this cluster was left out of the final index scoring. 
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Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index Score 
Desirability 
Index Score 
Labor Merchant Wholesalers Raw Materials -15.24 1.01 
Labor Motor Vehicle Manufacturing -20.46 46.47 
Labor Emergency and Guard Services -16.10 21.37 
Labor Artists and Artist Agents -21.19 -15.96 
Labor Land and Water Transit and Sightseeing -20.57 1.40 
Labor Aerial Sightseeing -21.98 -40.22 
Value-Chain Textiles and Apparel 35.35 -129.26 
Value-Chain Packaged Food Products -17.85 -25.01 
Value-Chain Plastics and Rubber Manufacturing -15.12 -1.18 
Value-Chain Aluminum and Aluminum Products -18.71 -5.22 
Value-Chain Basic Health Services 118.52 83.36 
Value-Chain Mining -20.84 213.76 
Value-Chain Farming -21.14 -21.30 
Value-Chain Construction 26.89 5.93 
Value-Chain Financial Services and Insurance 69.26 44.52 
Value-Chain Chemical Based Products -17.20 -22.32 
Value-Chain Machine Tools -15.26 -24.14 
Value-Chain Precision Instruments -20.85 -17.26 
Value-Chain Printing and Publishing -2.54 -16.06 
Value-Chain Metalworking and Fabricated Metal Products -14.11 -6.31 
Value-Chain Dairy Products -21.43 -11.95 
Value-Chain Nondurable Industry Machinery -12.42 -17.59 
Value-Chain Computer and Electronic Equipment -15.13 -19.90 
Value-Chain Wood Products and Furniture 2.69 -41.72 
Value-Chain Construction Machinery and Distribution Equipment -18.43 -20.54 
Value-Chain Wood Processing -4.55 -34.49 
Value-Chain Paper -13.99 -14.89 
Value-Chain Concrete Brick Building Products -11.28 11.45 
Value-Chain Motor Vehicles -14.90 10.37 
Value-Chain Wood Building Products -8.16 4.39 
Value-Chain Plastics Products -12.96 -21.20 
Value-Chain Feed Products -19.60 43.42 
Value-Chain Arts and Media 55.13 9.62 
Value-Chain Higher Education and Hospitals 181.10 61.24 
Value-Chain Information Services 42.20 -32.97 
Value-Chain Petroleum and Gas -17.38 19.30 
Value-Chain Business Services 128.61 53.11 
Value-Chain Grain Milling -20.94 -17.84 
Value-Chain Rubber Products -11.36 -25.19 
Value-Chain Glass Products -18.84 -35.64 
Value-Chain Pharmaceuticals -16.20 34.24 
Value-Chain Steel Milling -20.39 -27.13 
Value-Chain Nonresidential Building Products -5.97 6.98 
Value-Chain Tobacco Products 22.87 158.94 
Value-Chain Optical Equipment and Instruments -17.95 -26.71 
Value-Chain Appliances -7.56 0.20 
Value-Chain Copper and Copper Products -20.35 -35.99 
Value-Chain Hotels and Transportation Services 101.70 13.13 
Value-Chain Aerospace -21.73 -68.44 
Value-Chain Breweries and Distilleries -19.41 9.67 
Value-Chain Leather Products -16.27 -46.18 
Technology Rubber Plastics and Ceramic Related Products 33.16 -114.55 
Technology Electronic Communication Equipment and Related Products -5.07 -21.64 
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Cluster Type Cluster Name 
Existence 
Index Score 
Desirability 
Index Score 
Technology Machinery and Appliances -13.96 -18.49 
Technology Motor Vehicle and Aircraft -12.71 10.64 
Technology Chemical Related Products -16.65 38.07 
Technology Transport Equipment -20.08 6.90 
Technology Metalworking -3.63 -17.88 
 
